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\ PHOTO OF THE DAY

A woman made up as a skull participates in Day of the Dead
festivities in Mexico City on Thursday. The holiday honours the
dead as friends and families gather in cemeteries to decorate
their loved ones' graves. PHOTO: MARCO UGARTE

\ HARRY’S VIEW

Those who are weeping
and wailing with gnashing
of teeth, but yet have no
idea of who they should be
presenting their case too.

And in some instances
can't even see what case
they are trying to present.

We see those who
continually agitate like
Dominic Doblo of whom so
many seem to say they
agree, but where does it
lead you? Nowhere.

Being an agitator or
supporting an agitator is
like going up creek without
a paddle in a barbed wire
canoe.

You get nowhere but a
whole heap of pain.

So how about we start
putting our emotions on the
shelf and start using our
intelligence and logic to

focus on the real issues and
those who are accountable.

Yes we are frustrated and
fed up with things being
tough and we want a fair
ago.

But why have we not used
logic to arrive at the
position of knowing who is
responsible for what?

The Federal Government
distributes the funds while
it is the states who are the
ones who have the
autonomy to implement
projects where federal
funding has been provided.

If the State Government
choose not to take on board
that federal funding it is
their decision.

One can ram the federal
funding down their throats
as much as they like but it
will not alter the fact that it

is the State Government
who hold the power to
implement.

So why are you all biting
the hand who is feeding
you?

Not all that bright is it?
Do you blame the bank

who you have a mortgage
with for a builder to build
your house and he fails to
do so? So why blame
Turnbull for Queensland
Labor’s failure to implement
and build?

The State Government
must be loving these attacks
by the public toward the
Federal Government
because the attention has
been taken off them and
they are dodging the bullets
for the time being.

I can imagine them sitting
there clinking their glasses

as the manner in which the
general public can be
swayed so easily as to blame
others instead of those that
should be made accountable
for their lack of action.

So, in reality Bill Byrne,
Brittany Lauga, Jim Pearce,
Glen Butcher who are Labor
members in the Fitzroy
catchment and Shane Knuth
from the Katter Party are
the real focus of this
debacle.

Contact them and go hard
on them over this.

Ask them why this State
Government won’t take up
the federal funding on offer
to give us a fair go.

Don't keep blaming others
who are not the underlying
problem.

— Jo Coulter
Rockhampton

\ FACEBOOK
SOME suggestions for
the old Yeppoon
Railway Station
included town square,
park or garden

❝
Turn it
in to a

museum and
put some track
on the land
and a steam
train and
heritage stuff
there

— Rebecca Braun

HAIDEE JENKINS ON MONDAY

■ ANON Why don't the
Yeppoon and Rockhampton
councils have more
environmental projects like
North Queensland?

■ MOOSE DEPOT HILL The
CEO of Queensland rail, Helen
Gluer and the board’s
chairman have both resigned
over the train driver fiasco.
Seems to me like a total balls
up. These two highly paid
executives have obviously
jumped ship (and will take a
great severance package)
before they were shown the
door and told not to let it hit
them on the arse on the way
out.

■ NCN MT CHALMERS
Saddest thing I have ever seen
was Margaret Strelow on the
TV apologising to Malcolm
Turnbull because the Bully had
the hide to tell the truth.

■ ANON How grubby can
TV news get regarding
Dreamworld? Channel 9
reaches for another low.

■ DMW ROCKY What is Bill
Shorten on about? I was never
asked if I wanted to trade off a
wage rise for Maternity Leave,
something I would never need.

■ RW YEPPOON
Researchers in Florida found
tomatoes stored in
refrigerators lose flavour. They
should have asked the nearest
housewife and saved time and
money.

■ RE NORMAN GARDENS
Chitty Chitty Bang Bang is a
fabulous musical. The car
‘Chitty’ was fantastic. Thanks
RMU!

■ IB YEPPOON If Trump
gets in as USA President we
should bring in National
Service the next day.

■ BJC GLENDALE Oh great
news the Parkhurst shopping
centre is just about to open
just in time for markets at the
village across the road. A
brand new car park for early
market bargain hunters.
Thanks Woollies your the best.
Question, how is the council
going to police this problem to
stop village going people using
Woollies carpark to park and
don't say its the shopping
centre problem, its not - its

councils problem.
■ FH WANDAL Regarding

the clown cartoon. Would TMB
ever publish a similar cartoon
if the subject was the leader of
the Muslim community?

■ M Sell CQ Leagues Club
to the Hockey Association,
problem solved.

■ JOHN BLANCHFIELD It's
been a difficult year for many
of us coping with our
expenses! Households
struggling to pay electricity
bills would not be overjoyed to
read (p51) in Ergon Energy
Stakeholders Report 2015-16, a
total of $38,460 was spent on
Ergon's Employee Christmas
Functions, namely;
Rockhampton $9930,
Townsville $8430, Toowoomba
$7260, Brisbane $6450, Cairns
$6390. Not included on this
page were entertainment and
hospitality expenses less than
$5000.

■ MAP NTH ROCKY What a
great review of Chitty Chitty
Bang Bang in Friday’s paper by
Michelle Gately! Don't miss
this show! But, let's also
acknowledge all the hard work
done behind the scenes by
many people who have worked
for many months to ensure we
can enjoy what we see on
stage. Congratulations to you
all!

■ LOYAL POONIE When will
the four SE Qld based ALP Qld
Senators Anthony Chisholm,
Chris Ketter, Claire Moore and
Murray Watt stand up for CQ
jobs for CQ mines and stop the
possibility of FIFO workers out
of Townsville for the Adani
mine? Nick Xenephon protects
the SA car manufacturing
industry. Bill shorten will
protect them in Victoria. Qld
ALP gives CQ jobs to FIFO out
of Brisbane and Townsville and
Cairns. No rescue package
over the last few years. Just
suck eggs CQ. Why aren’t the
local ALP supporters holding
the state ALP to account? This
area will continue to get
shafted until the local ALP
representatives band together
to say enough is enough!
Again, Brittany Lauga remains
silent of CQ jobs for CQ mines.

\ TEXTS TO THE EDITOR
SMS the Editor on 0428 634 025 with the word ROCK
and a space in front of your message.

difficult). People sometimes
criticised by their own, but
who in any event are
obviously changing things
for the better. People for all
of us to look up to.

What if the resistance to
individual responsibility is
really a case of snouts in the
trough? Could it be that
many of the do-gooders are
in it for themselves, fighting
to retain a status quo that
delivers billions in
sometimes very high
salaries with next to no
accountability and even less
work? A status quo that
ensures the problems (and
therefore the income feast)
persist.

Surely that would explain
the never ending range of
grievances, the new
regulators, expanded
government departments,
the declaration of valuable
discussion as ‘off-limits’ (on
account of supposed
offence). It would explain
ASIC’s almost certainly
flawed (but popular) court
case into rigging of market
interest rates and the
ACCC’s pop allegations of
non-competition, where in
some cases competition is
patently evident. And also
the claims that people in
wealthy suburbs are as
likely to experience
domestic violence, as poor

ones, when in fact the
evidence is exactly the
opposite (it’s just not
reported ‘they’ say).

Folks, we are in an era of
falling living standards. For
many this is a situation that
will last until the last of the
baby boomers are gone.
People are grasping for
certainty and the current
environment where feelings
come first, provides fertile
ground for sympathetic and
lucrative causes. Whether
you are a brave leader like
Noel Pearson or a naive
university student at QUT,
you will soon realise this is a
fight over a shrinking pie.

It is becoming vicious.

for our money?


